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During my recent visit to the Dark sky Island of Sark as guest of the Sark Astronomical Society I was
fortunate enough to have two really clear, and one partially clear night. On all three nights we were
able to observe at the SAstroS observatory using their 10” Meade LX200 and we tracked down a
number of objects to observe.
This note is to record those that we saw, and is illustrated with images that I have myself taken of
these object, using in all cases a similar telescope, so that the images presented here are very much
representative of what we were seeing at the eyepiece.
The darkness of the skies was superb and as a result the contrast of many of the objects was very
much better than it usually is from the much more polluted Cambridgeshire location of my own
observatory.
Jupiter Rising
Jupiter was almost at opposition, and so rose early, and was the first target for the night even as the
twilight was fading. We observed it on all three evenings and noted the changing positions of the
moons. In each case the cloud belts were also clearly visible, but the red spot was hiding around the
back of the planet unseen.

M42- the great Orion Nebula
Just too low in the west at this time of year to be seen before it sets in the twilight we were able to
catch some views of this star-forming nebula and the trapezium of young stars in the centre that
have been born from the collapse under gravity of this glowing cloud of gas.

Castor – the triple double star!
One of the heavenly twins of Gemini, the star we see in the sky as a single point of light, Castor, is
actually a rather complicated system. The telescope was able to show is that the main bright point is
split in two, as in this image, with a brighter and a fainter member of the pair. These orbit each other
in around 400 years

What we could not see is that each of the pair has a tiny additional companion, a red-dwarf star,
orbiting very closely too it. So close that amateur telescopes cannot separate them from the main
stars. We know of these companions from advanced studies with professional instruments. The
orbits are so close that they take just days (9.2 days and 2.9 days respectively) for the red dwarfs to
whiz around their primaries.

What we can do though is look a little off to the side and see, a third fainter point of light. This is
another object that orbits right around the outside of the quadruple star centre, in a long slow orbit
that lasts around 100,000 years. This object is clearly red in colour and, is another PAIR of red dwarf
stars. This time the pair are so close to each other that they spin around each other in only 20 hours.

This picture, very much over exposing the central combination reveals
the outer red-dwarf-pair as a separate dot.

Clusters
We also looked at a number of star-clusters, these are the next stage on from a star-forming region
such as the Orion nebula. Once the stars are formed their stellar-winds blow away the cocooning gas
and dust, and just leave an “open cluster” of stars. Our galaxy contains very many of these, and this
time of year there are some that are nicely placed for observing.
M44 –the Beehive Cluster – clearly visible to the
naked eye under the dark skies of Sark, but
usually invisible in Cambridge was a glorious
sight especially in binoculars. The main telescope
has too much power and magnification and
therefore rather a narrow field of view so was
not the best way to view some of these.

M35 – at the foot of Gemini – another nice open
cluster, just about fitted into the field of view. In
fact there is more to this one that we didn’t hunt
down as everyone wanted a look. Maybe next
time we can see that it shares the sky with
another cluster that is much deeper behind it
out in space.

Just next door in Auriga we surfed across M36,37 and 38, which are similar open clusters of stars

Turning North, we pointed at the constellation of Hercules and the great Globular Cluster, M13
This lies just beyond the outer edge of our galaxy and is a ball-shaped mass of around half a million
stars packed really closely together. The stars are very old and come from a first generation of stars
from the dawn of time. As such they are mostly very clean and made only of the Hydrogen and
Helium that formed in the big bang and are not dirtied up with the by-products of giant stars, such
as the carbon and oxygen and metals that we depend on for life.
In 1975 the Arecebo radio dish was used to beam a radio message to this object, in the hope
perhaps that with so many stars, perhaps some would have planets, and some even have life. The
distance to M13 is however 25,000 light-years, so there is another 24,958 years to wait before the
message arrives. And of course a similar period before any reply has a chance to get back. However,
the discovery that the stars are so unsullied with the planet- and life- forming elements rather
suggests that it’s not worth the wait.

M13 – the great globular cluster in Hercules
Other Galaxies
As Ursa Major (the plough, or big dipper) was high above our heads, and in the best location for
looking for fainter objects it was a great place to go galaxy hunting.

First we found M81, Bode’s Galaxy and M82, the cigar galaxy. These are around 10 million light years
from us, but quite close to each other so that they have almost collided in the recent cosmic past
Bode’s Galaxy – M81

The Cigar Galaxy – M82
The near collision around 6
million years ago has partly
disrupted M82 and given it this
rather curious appearance

The spiral arms were able to be
seen filling the field of view
Moving to the other end of Ursa Major we also located M51 the whirlpool and the M63 sunflower
galaxy

M51 the whirlpool, found after about six
attempts!

M63 sunflower galaxy (found by accident while
actually searching for the whirlpool in the wrong
place) Richard also found this and thought the
shape like a leg of lamb!

And finally, also in the region of Ursa major we were able to catch an Owl – this being M97 the Owl
Nebula

I think the idea being you can see the face of an Owl in it, this is a “planetary nebula”
where a mid-sized sun-like star has reached the end stage of its evolution, consumed all its fuel and
blown off its outer layers to space as smoke-rings, leaving the dead white dwarf of the core behind.

